
Types of industries that may not survive in 2028? 

Kotak company which started in 1998 grew with 0.17 million employees as 

a photography giant in the world. How is it today? It is closed. Why?  

Another firm invented a technology that makes photographs to be printed in 

ordinary paper. This disruptive technology made Kotak products 

obsolete.Big manufacturing companies are afraid of new developments by 

start ups that may disrupt their business. 

What happened to Kotak will happen to several companies in next 10 

years. Artificial intelligence, IOT, Cloud technology, mobile communication 

will change the entire industrial scenario. 

Do you want examples? 

Uber, a taxi aggregation company is world leader in call taxi services. They 

do not own a single car!  Power of software. 

For legal clarifications, we approach lawyers. IBM Watson started giving  

solutions to legal queries with an accuracy of over 90% at throw away  

price. Who will go to Lawyers? As per prediction by American Bar 

council,90% of Lawyers will vanish in next 10 years. Same thing with 

auditors. Computer will replace them. 

Tesla,Microsoft,Google are working hard to develop driverless autonomous 

cars. Simply call the taxi in mobile. Car will come to your home, pick you 

and drop at your destination, all by itself. No need of each one owning cars. 

Drivers, Mechanics, Driving schools, Driving license authorities, all will 

vanish. Nobody will buy car and nobody will know driving. Car 

manufacturing and sales will fall drastically. Accident rate will fall down. 

Insurance companies will close for want of clients 

Gas cars will become obsolete and electric cars will take their place. 

Electrical engineers will replace Automobile engineers.  

Car travel will become cheaper. People will not stay in city limits paying 

exorbitant price. Drastic reduction in real estate price. 



App based e-commerce companies like Amazon will wipe out big stores 

and malls.  

Banking will be only through mobile. Many bank buildings will be empty. 

Agriculture will be highly mechanized and automated. Farmers will be 

engineers operating advanced farm machineries. 

Drinking water will be through machines that take water from atmosphere 

from its humidity. 

Tricorder X will work with your mobile. It will check your eye, test your blood 

for disease marker, diagnose your problem and suggest medicine. No need 

to go to Doctors for consultation. Hospitals are for inpatient admissions. 

Some industries like Tourism, Hotels, Textiles, Entertainment will do very 

good 

Many jobs popular today will vanish. New types of jobs will come.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


